Chicken and eggs in various centuries-presented by LOHMANN TIERZUCHT

CALENDAR 2017
Which comes first - a hen...  
...or an egg?

First comes appetite !!!
The right hen
for every challenge!
Nicolaus Copernicus
Sistema Heliocéntrica
Perpetuum mobile?
Great Depression!

Professor Johnson LECTURE
How to survive in a crisis

Stock news

For sale!
Globally Connected with LOHMANN

CALENDAR 2018
Batman
Spiderman
Superman
✓ Flockman4you
info@ltz.de!
Visit our stand at the world leading livestock exhibitions!

Eurotier VIV Europe VIV Asia etc.
Franchise Distributor Meeting
With my mobile phone communication
I am always on top!
60 years of LOHMANN – a common story of success.
Thank you for your cooperation and loyalty.

CALENDAR 2019
My egg weighs 62.6 g!

My egg weighs 63.9 g!

My egg weighs 59g at 72 weeks...
1959

Time screen

Fragile
Handle with care!

2019

Now shell breaking strength
is more than 40 Newton!

S. Cherepanov
1959

We retired at 70 weeks...

2019

We retire after 100 weeks!
1959
Wow! So much!

2019
Don’t be surprised...

TIME SCREEN

15 kg egg mass

28 kg egg mass

28 kg

We are the new LOHMANN generation!
Congratulations on the 60th anniversary!
1959

LTZ hatchery
Cuxhaven

Time screen

2019

LTZ hatcheries worldwide

Canada
Denmark
Germany
Russia
Spain
Brazil
Getting ready to all markets!
LOHMANN TEAM – BEHIND THE SCENES

CALENDAR 2020
Management
Quality Control Flow Chart

Quality Control

Act
Plan
Check
Do

Quality management
Planning & Logistics
Flock Management Center
IT experts
LOHMANN – your bridge to the future!

CALENDAR 2021
Breeding program for changing conditions